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Virginia Gators of Charlottesville 

PHASE 3 UPDATES 

Please read the Phase 3 Gator Protocol for 

updated information.  Also, new practice 

schedules were texted to families.  If your 

child has not already done so, you MUST fill 

out the Gator COVID Waiver in order to 

swim.  Swimmers can turn in forms to any 

coach when they arrive for practice. 

VACATIONS/TRAVEL 

As per our COVID-19 Safety Code of Contact 

that each swimmer and parent has signed, 

please inform either Cathy or JJ if you or a 

family member is traveling to a CDC 

Hotspot. While Virginia does not require a 

quarantine we recommend that families 

take all guidelines from the Virginia 

Department of Health in to account when 

deciding if your swimmer is safe to return 

to the pool. 

GATOR MASKS 

Gator masks are here!  As part of the pool 

cover fundraiser we are now selling Gator 

masks!  They come in both adult and child 

sizes and cost $10 each.  Click here to see a 

picture.  If you are interested in purchasing 

a mask please fill out the Gator Mask Order 

Form.  Indicate the number and which 

size(s) you would like.  Masks can be picked 

up from JJ during Gator practice times.   

POOL COVER FUNDRAISER 

We will have new pool covers in the fall to 

help with the comfort and efficiency of our 

bubble.  Other than purchasing a mask, 

there are a few other easy ways to donate 

to the pool cover fundraiser.  Put all those 

Amazon purchases to good use by shopping 

Amazon Smile and linking to Gators- look 

for us under our official name, 

Charlottesville Star Swim Team.  Now that 

we’re swimming again, shop Swim Outlet 

through our team site VA Gators 

SwimOutlet Team Store and we will get 

back 8% of the purchase price.  Locally, if 

you shop at Kroger for your family, please 

sign up for the Kroger Community Rewards 

program. It’s as easy as linking your Kroger 

savings card to the Gators.  Our number is 

KH084 and we are listed as Virginia Gators 

of Charlottesville. 

 

FALL GATORS 

The fall Gator program and schedule are 

posted on our website.  Registration for this 

fall will begin mid-July.  
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